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The well-known parallelogram law of Jordan and von Neumann

[l] has been generalized in two different ways by M. M. Day [2] and

E. R. Lorch [3], and both of these results are corollaries of the theo-

rem to be proved here. Jordan and von Neumann established that in

order for a normed linear space S to be an inner product space, it is

necessary and sufficient that the following condition (JN) be satis-

fied: ||E + <2||2 + ||E-<2||2 = 2||P||2 + 2||<2||2for every £ and Q in S. Day
observed that (JN) could be restricted to points of norm one; i.e.,

Condition (D) ||P + <2||2+||P-<2||2 = 4 for every P and Q on the

unit sphere for S.1

Lorch's condition, instead of stipulating the specific functional

relation (JN) between ||P —(?|| and ||P||, \\Q\\, and ||P + (?||, requires

simply that there exist some functional relation between them.

Condition (L) There exists some function £ of three real variables

such that £(||P||, \\Q\\, \\P + Q\\)=\\P-Q\\ for every P and Q in S.
The new condition (S) is (L) with the points restricted to the unit

sphere: there exists some function F of one real variable such that

P(||P + (?||) =I|P — Q\\ f°r every P and Q of norm one. It is interesting

to note that (S) improves on (L) in the same way that (D) improves

on (JN) and that (S) improves on (D) in the same way that (L) im-

proves on (JN).

Theorem. Suppose that Sis a normed linear space. The following two

statements are equivalent:

(1) 5 is an inner product space, and

(2) There exists some real function F of one real variable defined over

the number interval [0, 2 ] such that if each of P and Q is a point of the

unit sphere for S, then F(\\P + Q\\)=\\P-Q\\.

Proof. It is easily seen that statement (1) implies statement (2),

for if 5 is an inner product space and P and Q are two points of the

unit sphere for S, then ||P + (?|| = (4 -\\P - Q\\ 2)1/2. Suppose that state-

ment (2) is true. It may be assumed that 5 is two dimensional, for

(JN) implies that a normed linear space is an inner product space.if

each two-dimensional subspace of it is an inner product space.
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1 Examination of Day's proof reveals that the relation " = " in (D) may be replaced

either by " g " or " Si ", a fact later pointed out by Schoenberg [4].
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To begin the proof, denote by M the unit sphere for 5 and let P be

some point of M. There exists some point Q of M such that \\P — <3||

= 1. Set up a coordinate system with P at (1, 0) and Q at (cos (x/3),

sin (x/3)). Denote by C the circle with radius 1 and center the origin.

The argument that follows shows that M is C and therefore that 5 is

an inner product space.

The two points P and Q are common to C and M. Since | P — Q\

= ||P —0j| =1, P — Q belongs to both C and M. By the symmetry of

M, Q—P, —P, and —Q are also common to C and M. Therefore,

l|p - ell = He - (e - p)\\ = lie - p - (- p)\\ = II - p - (- oil
= || -Q-(P-Q)\\ =\\(P-Q)-P\\ =1-

Statement (2) implies that on the unit sphere, the norm of the sum

(difference) of two points determines the norm of their difference

(sum). Therefore,

\\P + q\\ = \\2Q-p\\ = \\q-2P\\ =\\-P-Q\\ = ||P-20j| = II2P- ell-

Denote \\P + Q\\ by c. The two points 2Q/c-P/c and Q/c-2P/c
belong to the unit sphere. The norm of their difference is 1 and the

norm of their sum is 3/c. This implies that P(l)=3/c. But since

||P-0j|=l and ||P + 0j|=e, F(l)=c. This means that c = 3/c and

c = (3)!'2. Since |P + e| =\\P + Q\\, the point (P + Q)/\\P + Q\\ belongs
to both Cand M. By a similar argument, (2Q—P)/||2@—P|| belongs

to both C and M, and so forth, so that exp(2xi«/12) belongs to both

C and M for w = 1, 2, 3, • • ■ , 12. This is presently to be extended to

24 points, 48 points, etc., but the method used on these first 12 points

cannot be carried on.

The number interval [0, 2] is both the domain and the range of

F. Also P(0)=2, P(2)=0, and F(F(x))=x for each x in [0, 2]. Let

H be the transformation from the number interval [0, x] to the set

F such that

/ 11 P cos(0) + 0 sin(0)
H(e) = (    P - r,-——-—-^   ,

VII ||Pcos(0) + <2sin(0)||

p        P cos(0) + Q sin(0)      \

||Pcos(0) + C2sin(0)||    /

The transformation H is continuous, its domain is closed and com-

pact, and its range is F. Therefore F is a closed and compact point

set, and it follows that F is continuous. From this property it follows

readily that F is decreasing over [0, 2], for if 0^x<y^2 and

F(x) ^ F(y), continuity and P(2) =0 imply that there is a / such that
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x<y^y'g2 and Fix) = Fiy'), which is a contradiction since £ is its

own inverse.

Suppose that n is a positive integer and that the common part of

M and C has as a subset some point set K consisting of 6 • 2n points

evenly spaced about C. It has been shown that this supposition is

valid for n = 1 and it will now be shown valid for n + l, implying that

the common part of M and C is dense in C and that M is C. Suppose

that Po, Pi, Qo, and Qx are four points of K such that P0 is adjacent

to Pi on C, Qo is adjacent to Qi on C, the point of C midway between

Po and Pi on the shorter arc of C from P0 to Pi is perpendicular to the

point midway between Qo and Qi on the shorter arc of C from Qo to

Qi and Pi is between P0 and (7 on the shorter arc of C from P0 to Qi.

(That two points of K are adjacent to each other on C means that

for some arc of C containing the two points, no point of K lies between

them on that arc.) Rotate coordinates so that (1, 0) is halfway be-

tween Po and Pi on the shorter arc of C. This puts both of Q0 and (7

in either the upper half of the plane or in the lower half. The situation

where (0, 1) is halfway between Q0 and Qi on the shorter arc of C is

considered in the sequel and the other situation could be treated in a

similar manner.

Let P' denote (P0+Pi)/||P0+Pi|[, and Q', (Qo+&)/||Qo + Qi||.
It is first shown that \P'\ =\Q'\. Let mi denote \P'\ and let m2

denote \Q'\. Note that ||P0+Pi|| = |Po+Pi|/wi and that ||<2o + <2i||
= | <2o + (?i| /m2. Suppose that mi7^m2. The case mi>m2 is considered

and a contradiction obtained. The other case, m2>m\, would yield a

contradiction in a similar manner.

Let Po' denote the point of K adjacent to P0 and C and such that

P0 is between P0' and Pi on C. Denote by L the number | P0+Pi| /2.

Because M is the boundary of a convex point set, | Z\ s^L for each

point Z of M. Denote 7r/(6-2") by 9, and note that 0 is half the angle

between any two adjacent members of K. Denote by U the distance

from the origin to the point on the X-axis that belongs to the line

through Po and P0'. Because of convexity, \Z\ g Z7 for each point Z

of M. Let A and 73 denote |P0—Pi| and |Po+Pi| respectively. Let

Qi be the member of K adjacent to Qi on C and such that Qi is be-

tween <2o and Q2 on C. Denote by s the slope of the line through Q*

and Q* where "*" indicates complex conjugate. The following rela-

tionships may be verified by elementary calculations.

L = cos(0),    U = cos(0)/cos(20),

A = | Po - Pi|   =2 sin(0),    B =  | Po + Pi|   =2 cos(0),

I Qt - Q* |   =2 cos(30),    s = sin(20)/cos(20),    Qi = iA/2, B/2).
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Since cosine is decreasing over [0, tt) and since 0 and 30 lie in this

interval, (cos (ff)+ cos (30))/2>cos (30), so cos (0) cos (20) >cos (30),

and 2 cos (20) > 2 cos (30)/cos (0). Now,

l|Ci - e*|| = 2 cos(0)/w2 > 2 cos(fl)/«i, = ||Po + Pi||

^ 2 cos(6)/U = 2 cos(20) > 2 cos(30)/cos(0)

= \Qt-Qt\/L*]\Qa-Q?\\.

Therefore, || Qx - Q* \\ >||P0+Pi|| > \\Q*~Qt\\, implying that be-
tween the two vertical chords QXQ* an(l e^e* °f M, there is some

vertical chord RXR2 of M, Ri between ei and Qz on M, such that

||Ai-A2||=||Po+Pi||. By the hypothesis, ||l?i+.R,|| =||P„-Pi||. The
following equations may now be written.

p(l|p0-r-Pi||)-p(||eo + ei||)

He. + all - lk» + £i||
_ ||P0 - Pi|| - HOo - Qi|| = A/m2 - A/mx

~ IICo + Qi\\ -\\Po + Pi||   "  B/m2 - B/mx

A _\\Ri + R2\\ -\\Qo-Qx\\ _      \\rx + R2\\ - A/mi

' B ~ \\Qo + Qi\\ - \\Ri - A2|| ~ B/m2 - \ Rt - R2\ /«,

These equations are the beginning of a chain of inequalities which

lead to a contradiction to the assumption that mx^m2.

Let (x, ri) be Rx and let (x, — r2) be R2 and suppose that ri^r2.

(The case r2^rx is just like this one and will not be considered.) De-

note rx—r2 by d. The point Q* is 04/2, —B/2) and the line through

Q* and Q* has slope 5. It is evident that R2 cannot be above this line

and that the maximum difference between rx and r2, leaving x fixed,

occurs when Rx and R2 are each as high as possible. Since the line

through Qo and Qx is parallel to the A-axis and since Rx cannot be

above this line, rx^B/2. Similarly, r2^B/2— s(x — A/2), so

d ^ B/2 - (B/2 - s(x - A/2)) = s(x - A/2). Let r' denote B/2
— s(x — A/2). This gives the following.

A \\RX + R2\\ - A/mx \\RX + R2\\ - A/mx

B      B/m2 — | Pi — R21 /m2     B/m2 — (rx + r2)/m2

\\Ri + R2\\ - A/rrti

= B/m2 - (2r' + d)/m2

Denote by Ai the line through the origin and the point Rx+R2. The

slope si of this line is d/(2x), and since d^s(xA/2), sx^s(x — A/2)/(2x)
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<s/2<s. This makes it clear that £1 is not as steep as the line

Li through P0 and the point (mi, 0) so £1 and Li have in common some

point Z. If Li is vertical, then mi = L and w2^Wi, which is counter to

the assumption made earlier that mi>m2. Therefore, Li is not vertical

and has positive slope s2. Note that ||£i+P2|| ^ | P1+P2I /\Z\. Solv-

ing   for    \Z\,    \Z\  = wis2(4x2 + <72)1'7(2s2x - d),   so   ||77 + P2||

S; (252x— d)/imis2). Using this, the above inequality may be taken

one step further.

A        \\Ri + Ri\\ - A/mi        m2(2x - A - d/s2)

B = B/m2 - (2/ + d)/m2 =       mi(2x - ,4)*

Let s{ denote the slope of the line through P0' and P0. It is evident

that s2 j£ s2. Since s2 = cos (20)/sin (20), it follows that d/s2

^(x-A/2)s/s2' =ix-A/2)sin2 (20)/cos2 (20) <x-,4/2. The chain of

inequalities may now be terminated.

A      mA2x — A — d/s?)        m2          L
— ^ —-^- ^-
B mi(2x — A)s 2mts       2Us

cos(0) cos2(20)

2 cos(0) sin(20)/cos2(20)       2 sin(20)

Since A = 2 sin (0) and B = 2 cos (0), sin (0)/cos (9) > cos2 (20)/2 sin (20).

By multiplying both sides by the product of the denominators and

simplifying, one obtains cos (0) >5 cos (30)/2+cos (50)/2>5 cos (30)/2

^5/(2(2)1/2)>l. This is a contradiction caused by the assumption

that wti^mj and proves that mi = m2.

For each integer ft, let 77(ft) mean the point exp7'ft0)/||exp7'ft0)|| and

let A (ft) denote | 77(ft) |. All the points 77(ft) belong to M, and if ft is

odd, 77(ft) belongs to K and hence to C. Using the results just ob-

tained, it is shown below that C contains all the points H(k), implying

that there exist 6 • 2n+1 points of M evenly spaced about C.

Since ?r/2 = 3 • 2"0, the points 77(2ft) and 77(2ft + 3 • 2n) are related to

each other as are P' and Q' in the above, so for every integer ft, A (2ft)

= A (2ft +3 -2"). If ft is an odd integer, both H(k) and 77(ft+3 -2") belong
to K, so A(k)=A(k+3-2n). This means that A(k)=A(k+3-2n) for

every integer ft. Suppose that/ is an integer, 0^/^«, and, for each

integer ft, ,4(ft) =^4(ft + 3-2"-0. This supposition is valid for/ = 0. In

case j<n, it may be shown by the following argument that A (ft)

= >4(ft + 3-2n-()+1)) for every integer ft. Let X, Y, U, and V he as

follows:
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X = \\H(k) + H(k + 3-2—0H = 2A(k) cos(3-2n-'~1d)/A(k + 3-2"-^1);

Y = \\H(k)-H(k + 3-2-0||

= 2A(k) sin(3• 2^~1d)/A(k + 3■ 2—^ + 3-2")

= 2A(k) sin(3• 2n~i-18)/A(k + 3-2"-^);

U = || H(k + 3 ■ 2n~'~1) + H(k + 3 ■ 2—f"1 + 3 • 2—0||

= 2A(k + 3-2n~i-1) cos(3-2"-i-1d)/A(k);

V = \\H(k + 3-2--'-1) -H(k + 3-2«-^-1 + 3• 2—0||

= 2A(k + 3• 2"-'-1) sin(3• 2^~18)/A(k).

Suppose that Xj&U. Then

F(X) - F(U)       Y -V      sin(3-2»-^-10)

X - U X - U ~ cos(3-2"-^-10)

This contradicts the fact proved earlier that F is decreasing. There-

fore, X =U and this implies that for each integer k, A(k)

= A(k+3-2n-<->'+»). Therefore, by induction, A(k) =A(k+3) for

every integer k, and this puts all the points H(k) on C. Thus M con-

tains 6 • 2"+1 points evenly spaced about C.

It has now been shown that there exist 6-21 points of M evenly

spaced about C and that if there exist 6 • 2" points of M evenly spaced

on C, then there exist 6 • 2n+1 such points. Thus the common part of

M and C is dense in C and M is C, completing the proof to the theo-

rem.

This result is easily applied to a complex normed linear space.

Associated with every complex normed linear space Sc, there is a

real normed linear space 5s which has the same points as Sc, the

same point addition, and the same meaning for multiplication of

points by real numbers as in 5c It is easily shown that Sc is a com-

plex inner product space if and only if 5« is a real inner product space.

If in Sc it is true that on the unit sphere the norm of the sum of two

points determines the norm of their difference, then the same is true

for SR, implying that SR is a real inner product space and hence that

Sc is a complex inner product space.
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